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RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT OF COMMUNICATION
NETWORKS BY TELEMETRY AND REMOTE CONTROL

K. Hammel and W. Kienzle
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG

Pforzheim, W.-Germany

1.  INTRODUCTION

Communications is one of the most important markets all over the world for investment as
well as for services in this area. Round about half of all employees of modern industrial
societies are engaged in transmitting or processing informations.

In 1980 the following values had been found out:

- Worldmarket of communications technology 120 billion $
- Thereof 60 % for distribution communications (radio, TV)

             40 % for dialog communications (telephone)
- 500 million telephone stations
- 600 billion calls per year
- 6 % per year call increasing

In addition, there are other important communication possibilities like

- telex
- data transmission
- facsimile transmission

For the Federal Republic of Germany it can be supposed, that these informations will be
transmitted

- 50 % by cable
- 50 % by radio systems

Therefore 480 stations (towers) are installed, in which the technical equipments for
information transmission are concentrated. In future, satellite communication will be more
and more important.



Independent from short or long distance transmission each user demands a secure, reliable
and every time disposable connection.

Transmission services must economically meet these demands. Therefore,
telecommunication networks with very high reliability are needed.

A detailed investigation of failures in a transmission network, leased by a pipeline
company from the German Bundespost, shows:

Failures

Network size cables technical
equipment

other

2.500 km
7.000 km

54,1 %
61,3 %

32,2 %
28,4 %

13,7 %
10,3 %

One of the most important results is, that by increasing network size more and more
failures result from the cable network.
Another important experience is the accumulation of failures in the middle of the week and
during the main working time between 8 am to 4 pm.

During weekend, public holidays and by night, nearly no failures are registrated. This
allows the following statements

- transmission equipments are of remarkable quality especially if automatic standby
equipments are installed

- failures occur obviously when the systems are under service
- most failures occur in the cable networks when mounted or digging work is being

carried out. This affects remote control connections, too.

The requirements for remote control systems to improve reliability are less to supervise the
function of transmission equipment than rather to locate failures in the transmission
system. Especially the operator or service staff need exact instructions immediately, such
as
- where is the failure to be located (primary failure identification)
- is the recognized failure or failure combination important or unimportant
- what is defective
- which spare parts are necessary
- which controls are necessary to minimize the failure result.



These informations are obviously not only important for the system to be supervised, they
are also important in shape of self supervisory of the remote control system.
The most important task of a remote control system in transmission networks is to locate
failures quickly and exactly, to clearly evidence all informations in detail, to guide the
operator in a quick, simple and secure manner and to be well protected against own system
failures.

2.  TYPICAL STRUCTURES OF TRANSMISSION NETWORKS

With regard to remote control conditions figure 1 shows two typical different network
configurations.

Dependent from demanded reaction time of maintenance personal, master stations have to
be arranged under the following conditions

- simple testability of defectiv RTU’s
- easy failure localisation for equipment or transmission path
- short ways to the failure location
- quick access to a maintenance centre and spare-parts

These conditions require, that elementary network configurations, as shown in figure 1,
have to be partitioned into subsystems with more than one master station.
This applies especially to large and long distance transmission networks.
Because most failures happen during working days, it is well possible to operate parts of
of the master stations unmanned during night, weekends and public holidays.
During this time all relevant remote and system informations have to be transmitted to at
least one manned master- or central station.

Figure 2 shows the principle of a hierarchical remote control network. In addition to the
distributed master functions it is possible, if failures occur in transmission lines, in
submaster- or in the master station, to partially manage the remote control system.

An additional possibility to improve the system reliability is given by line arrangements
and equipment configurations.

3.  PRINCIPLES OF LINE ARRANGEMENTS

Failures in elementary line configurations occuring in unfavourable areas, see figure 3, can
cause a breakdown of the whole remote control system.
Even if this failure can be located quickly and reliably, a double failure can be identified
after the first failure has been repaired.



An important improvement for localizing failures in multipoint-partyline configurations, as
often used in radio link systems, is to extend this partyline to an open ring configuration. In
figure 4 the dotted line shows the extension.

The most important demand for a protect line is its geographical indenpendence from the
mainline.
There is no necessity for permanent operation of this protecting line, so that dialling call
set-ups or other interconnections are possible. A cyclic function check-up should be done
in convenient time intervals.
With this line arrangement, full system operation and exact failure localisation is possible.
In case of two failures a narrow system operation is possible and both failures can be
localized.
Another possibility, especially applicable to congested regions, is shown in figure 5. In
addition to failure localization in the transmission lines, this arrangement enables detailed
statements on failures in the RTU equipment or in the transmission lines leading to the
station.

4.  DESIGN OF MASTER STATIONS

Different designs of master stations warrent different reliability to remote control systems.
Each design has to meet the specific system requirements. The following chapters will
show how to stepwise improve the reliability of the system.

4.1  Single computer design

Figure 6 shows the main components of a single computer master station.
These main parts are sufficient to carry out all functions of a remote control system e.g.

- information input/output
- self-check by on-line testprograms
- long time storage
- special customer programs

Since all components can only be used once, this configuration has certain disadvantages
- for reprogramming or running statistical and failure localization programs; no realtime

operation is possible
- in case of failure of only one part, the whole system breaks down.



4.2  Back-up computer design

Figure 7 shows a master station consisting of a computer system with back-up computer
including mass memory, operator terminal and single transmission equipment.
The back-up computer runs in hot stand-by mode. This configuration has the following
advantages

- reprogramming can be done at the back-up computer
- statistical- and test programs can be run on the back-up computer
- if the main computer fails, all functions are still running on the back-up computer. The

operator terminal consists of mostly more than one CRT and can be switched by hand
or automatically

- during computer maintenance the system is still in operation

The disadvantage is:

- If the transmission equipment or the transmission line fails, there is no possibility of
supervising the remote control network and the substations.

4.3  Complete back-up design

Figure 8 shows a master station designed as a complete hot stand-by system. Both
computers can selectivly handle the network and execute all functions of the remote
control system. The operator terminals can be connected to both computers by a manual or
automatic switch. Both computers can serve crosswise the network via transmission
equipment I or II.
The transmission lines have different ways to the network, as shown in figure 4 or 5.

Advantage:

- If one computer and one transmission equipment or -line fail or are under service, the
system is still working without any interruption.

4.4  Multi-master station design

Figure 9 shows the highest level of remote control system improvement, especially when
each master station is designed in complete back-up or hot stand-by version as described
in chapters 4.2 or 4.3.
These back-up configurations are not absolutely necessary, if each master station has the
same status. In this case, all master stations can receive any and all system information, but
only one master station is authorized to transmit commands to the substations. Internal



system procedures provide each master station to get this authorization. Therefore, and in
case of updating a master station after breakdown or as special protection against line-
interrupt in a substation network, a seperate updating line can be recommended.

5.  DESIGN OF SUBMASTER STATIONS

In large communication networks or in case of increased reliability demands the
installation of submaster stations in the maintenance centres or in their neighbourhood is
favourable. The maintenance staff should have a quick overview and a short reaction time
in case of network and substation failures. The following chapters will show, how to
design different submaster stations to comply with the specific system requirements.
Starting from the principles of distributed intelligence a set of microcomputer-controlled
modules allow a flexible system configuration. The several tasks are realized by software
running on standard hardware modules, thus enabling distributed functions of a process
computer in the lower level of a remote control system. For each function a related module
is available in the submaster station. The adaptions to the peripheral requirements are
realized with software on the I/O-modules. A central controlling computer (CCC) controls
all I/O-modules with a serial bus system and a special internal protocol. Moreover the
CCC polls the remote terminal units (RTU) and distributes the informations in the
submaster station.

5.1  Simple submaster station with record printer

Figure 10 shows a simple submaster design. The submaster station handles all kind of
remote control- and system internal information, which is necessary in the network. A
record printer prints out all data from the network and gives a total overview of the status
of the network to the maintenance staff. All informations are also transmitted to the master
station. Control- and command functions can only be carried out by the master station.

5.2  Submaster station with complete operator terminal

Figure 11 shows a submaster station design in support of all functions for monitoring and
controlling the network. It can handle any and all kind of information, defined in the
system and having reprogramming modules to insert user-defined data into the system.
The submaster station has a fully equipped operator terminal, so that the operator, who is
normally established in a maintenance centre, can monitor and control his section of the
network. All information from the network are also transmitted to the master station. The
submaster station has also functions to test itself and its network section.
To reduce the printer actions, it is possible to minimize the information output by the
reprogramming module. In this case only such informations are printed out, which are
especially important for the maintenance staff.



5.3  Redundant submaster station

The submaster station design in figure 12 shows a redundancy way for the important parts
of the station. All functions of this way are the same as described in chapter 5.2. Cyclic
test routines, generated by the master station, will guaranty the reliability of the main- and
back up submaster processor system. In case of failures in the regular modules, it is
possible to stop running the main way by the master station and to shift to the secondary
submaster modules. Then, all remote- and system informations can only be observed by
the master station.
The master station tries to operate with the defective parts of the submaster station in
intervals. If this is possible again, the master station will automatically switch back to the
main way.

6.  DESIGN OF REMOTE TERMINAL UNITS (RTU)

The RTU (figure 13) is the lowest hierarchical system part, which is directly connected to
the monitored network. It is necessary to design RTU’s, which have the same reliability as
the whole system.

Important functions of the RTU’s are:

- Storing and preprocessing the network data to minimize the communication in the
system.

- Enabling communication with the master station about several transmission networks
(leased lines, telephone network, satellite links, etc.)

- Testability by the master stations
- Test programs for maintenance staff
- Automatic disconnection from the line in case of a fatal error in the RTU
- Automatic start up procedures after power up
- Remote reprogramming procedures
- Automatic I/O-module insertion without power down mode.

The RTU’s are designed as a multi-microcomputer system with distributed intelligence.
Each I/O-card has its own microcomputer, which can handle the specific I/O-jobs. These
I/O-cards, shown in figure 14, are designed with a basic part, which is standard on each
card in hard- and software and a specific I/O-part, which can handle the different I/O
procedures and requirements.

One CPU controls all I/O-cards. Communication between the CPU and the I/O-cards is
organized by a fast serial bus system with a serial protocol. The CPU has also to handle 



the communication with the submaster. User defined data are stored in E2PROM. This
system concept allows adaption to appliers requirements and applications.

7.  CONCLUSION

It is very difficult to describe all possibilities of reliability improvements on only a few
pages. The fundamental idea is, to locate failures in an observed system as quickly and
exactly as possible. Therefore different network solutions and master station locations
have been discussed.
In general distributed remote control systems should be installed in order to reduce
operator- and maintenance staff to a minimum.

Another objective should be, to repair failures in the supervised or in the supervisory
system immediately in case of a system breakdown. Therefore, distributed master- and
submaster solutions have been described. For special security cases it has been shown how
to double critical system parts, to achieve that the system operates in any case of failures.

All these ideas and solutions are based on a modulized, adaptable remote control system.

Figure 1  Different network configurations



Figure 2  Hierarchical remote control network

Figure 3  Interruption in elementary line configuration

Figure 4  Interruptions in protected line configuration



Figure 5  Variation of protected line configuration

Figure 6  Master station with single computer



Figure 7  Master station with back-up computer

Figure 8  Master station in complete back-up configuration



Figure 9  Multi master stations configurations

Figure 10  Simple submaster



Figure 11  Complete submaster



Figure 12  Redundant submaster

Figure 13  Remote terminal unit



Figure 14  I/0-Module


